«If we want free enterprise and a market economy
to survive…, we have no choice but to replace the
governmental currency monopoly and national currency
systems by free competition.»
Friedrich Hayek, Nobel Prize in Economics
winner

GOLDEN CURRENCY
First global private currency,
both paper and electronic,
100% backed by gold

White Paper. Version 1.05. 20.02.2018

SUMMARY
Golden Currency is a project of the first fully functional private currency,
and convenient and efficient infrastructure for its use with utilization of
modern technologies, including blockchain.
Otherwise, we are talking about creating an independent legal private
analogue of the Central Banks, which uses the accumulated experience and
modern technologies to ensure reliable and convenient money.
Here are just some of the advantages that a new currency will provide:
existence in cash (paper, anonymous) and non-cash form;
independence from the governments of any countries, political or
economic situation in any country, but at the same time the complete
legality of its functioning;
100% backed by gold, the storage and management of which is
carried out independently of the issuer; the owners of Golden have a
guaranteed opportunity to get gold in exchange for Golden;
use of modern blockchain technologies for currency infrastructure
(starting from ensuring the independent and reliable storage of gold,
and ending with the implementation of payments and currency
conversion);
convenient, fast and cheap conversion into any world fiat currencies
and crypto-currencies (a link between fiat and crypto-currencies);
familiar modern money infrastructure - ATMs, bank cards, POSterminals, online banking, mobile applications, etc.
The entire infrastructure of Golden will provide its user with such
conditions that it will not matter in which currency to keep his funds in terms
of functionality. And if so, taking into account the advantages of the Golden
currency, it will be favourably for the user to keep money in Golden, which is
not subject to national risks and inflation.
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The increase of the currency use, and therefore, the maximization of its
turnover and the monetization of the project, will take place on the basis of
ensuring and developing its competitive advantages.
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1. ABOUT GOLDEN CURRENCY
1.1. Project goals
The main goal of the project is the monetary system establishment of
the new Golden currency, which includes the following elements:
а. Golden currency. The first fully functional global private currency
issuance, both cash and non-cash, 100% backed by gold.
б. Golden currency infrastructure. Establishment and development of
infrastructure for new currency operation, ensuring its efficient and
convenient utilization and maximizing its use.
The key elements of the infrastructure are:
global banking network with banking infrastructure (Golden Bank);
crypto-fiat сurrency exchange integrated with the banking network
(Golden Exchange);
gold depository.

Ten years ago the establishment of entities and systems that could be
completely transparent and virtually independent of certain people was
difficult. And consequently the development of reliable independent private
currencies, which could provide reliability and stability, relatively low risks for
their owners and become competitive in comparison with national
currencies, was almost impossible.
Blockchain invention and use allows you to deal with the relevant issues
and it can become an important competitive advantage for the currency that
utilizes it.
The theoretical basis for the development of private currencies was
developed in 1970s (see, for example, Friedrich A. Hayek, Private Money, 1976), but
only now thanks to blockchain it is possible to establish effective private
currencies, and Golden Currency is the first such project.
It is intended to use blockchain in all key elements of the new system:
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1.2. Blockchain use

in management and control of gold reserves - as an important
element of reliability and transparency, publicity of the system;
in the banking network - for cross-border payments, transfers,
currency conversions - to ensure speed, reliability, universality, as
well as for integration with the currency exchange;
in the currency exchange – for fiat and crypto-currency exchange to
ensure the speed and reliability of transactions
In general, the blockchain technologies will be aimed at ensuring
decentralization, control, providing link between fiat and crypto-currencies
and opportunities for banking and currency transactions, as quick as
possible, with minimal costs to the user.
1.3. Prerequisites for project implementation
1.3.1. Lack of reliable money
1.3.1.1. Volatility of crypto and fiat money
Bitcoin and many other crypto-currencies, showing volatility, sometimes
reaching 30% or more for even one day - currently do not provide favorable
opportunities to effectively use them as money, for example, as a medium of
circulation. At the moment, they are rather an object of speculative
investment, which showed retrospectively high profitability, and which can
show high profitability in the future.

As for fiat national money - for many countries there is a problem of high
inflation and rapid depreciation of national currencies. In the world there are
at least 56 examples of so-called hyperinflation, in which the depreciation of
national currencies occurred at a rate exceeding 50% per month. There is
also a much larger number of cases and countries, in which such inflation
was lower, but it was very noticeable for the population.
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Dynamics of bitcoin value (January 2017-January 2018)

Examples of countries with hyperinflation
Country

Period

The largest
monthly inflation

Equivalent inflation
per day

Zimbabwe
Yugoslavia
Turkmenistan
China
Argentina

2007-2008
1992-1994
1992-1993
1943-1945
1989-1990

7.96 × 1010%
313,000,000%
429%
302%
197%

98.0%
64.6%
5.71%
4.75%
3.69%

Historically instability and a high level of inflation can happen also in the
most developed countries, For example, in the USA during the period
between 1979 and 1980 the rate of inflation was above 12%, which seemed
significant for population, taking into consideration, for example, the
corresponding level of inflation of 2.07% in 2016.
1.3.1.2. Lack of asset-based crypto and fiat money
Bitcoin and many other crypto-currencies do not have any backing.
Their price is mainly determined by the ratio of supply and demand. The
absence of any backing is used by official governments in order to not
recognize crypto-currencies and see the signs of "soap bubbles" in them.
But at the same time, currently there are no fiat currencies that are
100% or significantly backed by assets.
Gold backing of some currencies, December 2017
Money supply,
USD

Gold reserves,
USD

USA
European Union
Russia
China
Brazil

14 trillion.
10.84 trillion.
688.4 billion.
25.24 trillion.
761.2 billion

339.4 billion.
482 billion.
76.3 billion
76.9 billion
2.8 billion.

The share of gold
reserves in the
money supply
2.42%
4.82%
11.09%
0.31%
0.37%

In 1971 the USA abolished the "gold standard", and since then no state
has provided full gold backing of money. Consequently there is no currency
that could be reliable, and any economic disruption and political upheavals
within a single country can cause significant shocks to the economy and
affect the volatility of its money.
The history of fiat money is a history of volatility, the average life
expectancy of fiat money is 27 years, with the shortest period of 1 month.
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Country

The oldest currency - the British pound - since its founding in 1647 lost
99.5% of its value.
1.3.2. Lack of independent money.
The issuance of private money historically took place and often got
widespread use. For example, in the USA during the period between 1837
and 1866 of the so-called "Free Banking Era" about 8000 different types of
money have been issued by private banks, shops, restaurants and even
individuals.
Presently there are no recognized currencies that would not have
national interests. Currency issuance, as a rule, is monopolized by the
Central Banks of the states, and, consequently, the stability of such
currencies depends on activities of such states.
1.3.3. Lack of cash crypto money
Cash is a legal instrument for anonymous payments. In many cases it is
a convenient and understandable payment option.
Despite the development of non-cash payments, about 85% of all
payments in the world occur with the use of cash.
"The cashless society, as appealing as it may sound, is probably just as
elusive as the much vaunted paperless office", said Yves Mersch, member of
the Board of the European Central Bank (ECB).
In this regard, currencies that exist only in electronic form lose a
significant share of the market. The Golden currency will also be represented
in this part of the currency market.
1.4. The basic principles of Golden system
Establishment of Golden currency and its infrastructure will be based on
the following key principles. When deciding on the elements of the system,
first of all the following principles will be taken into consideration, and in
case of alternatives the solutions based on such principles will be chosen.

Wherever possible, mechanisms to ensure Golden system
independence will be used.
The ultimate goal is to provide such a stable system that will function,
despite the possible exclusion of any individual or entity from this system.
In this case it is, for example, blockchain and reliable legal schemes with
the use of the Swiss Foundation, funds under independent management,
separation of legal entities by functions, etc.
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1.4.1. Independence.

1.4.2. Transparency.
Transparency is one of the elements of trust in the system and one of its
competitive advantages.
In no case it is meant to provide transparency at the expense of
anonymity.
In this case, transparency means maximum transparency of the system
itself, its operation and management.
For example, the amount of money in circulation at a certain time, the
amount of gold reserves - will be transparent, known and have reliable
confirmation (for example, from the largest independent agencies, auditors
and consultants). This applies to many other elements of the system, for
example, corporate governance, used IT-elements, etc.
1.4.3. Anonymity.
The system will be based on the principles of maximum anonymity for
users of Golden, in case it does not conflict with other principles,
Paper cash Golden itself is the best anonymous tool for those who use
them.
1.4.4. Legality.

1.4.5. Reliability.
One of the most important principle for the system will be the reliability
of each of its elements.
Other principles of system, such as decentralization, transparency,
legality, modernity - will contribute to reliability. However, each of its
elements will additionally be checked for the possibility of enhancing the
GOLDEN CURRENCY
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Legality is the key, fundamental principle of the project. Golden
Currency is completely legal currency and infrastructure. In fact, Golden is
planned to become one of the currencies available on the market, like dollar,
euro, yen, franc, etc., with its own characteristics and advantages.
Golden is by no means thought as an alternative to legal means of
payment in countries where such currency circulation is prohibited. For
example, in France you can not pay with dollars in a cafe, just as you can not
pay with Golden, if it is not allowed by law. Therefore, in this sense, Golden
will not become a competitor of national currencies.
Any element of the currency infrastructure will be checked for legality
and compliance with the adopted laws. Where necessary, legal entities will
be established that will acquire the necessary legal status, licenses, permits,
and will do all the actions necessary for legal existence of Golden currency in
the country.
The principles of legality will be implemented also for the ICO.

corresponding reliability, whether in money protection that must correspond
to the best modern world practices, or in protection of electronic systems
and payments, etc.
1.4.6. Modernity.
In implementing and developing the elements of the Golden system, the
best world practices will be analyzed to select and implement the most
modern and reliable of them.
Also, the possibility of easy updating the elements to more modern
technologies will be taken into consideration. Other things being equal, the
system will be based on the principles of possible replacement and updating
of such elements without damage to the system.

2. GOLDEN CURRENCY

Golden is a fully functional currency, but with additional advantages.
If you live, for example, in the US - for you the Euro and the Turkish lira
is the foreign currency, if you live in Europe - for you the Russian ruble and
the Chinese yuan is the foreign currency.
Now imagine that among the currencies that you can buy legally, for
example, in exchange offices, there is a new currency Golden. You can
exchange your national money for paper money Golden and put them in your
wallet.
But, unlike having any other currencies - by having Golden you know,
that in fact you have in your wallet some fixed amount of gold, which is not
subject to inflation, does not depend from the political or economic situation
in any country, and in addition it can provide passive income by increasing
the exchange value of gold.
You no longer need to monitor the political and economic situation in
your country, or in the countries whose currency you want to buy, for you
there is no such problem as inflation, and you know that at any particular
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2.1. What is Golden Currency?

time you can buy on your Golden in any country and at any time a certain
amount of any certain product, despite possible devaluations and inflation.
And if you live, for example, in Zimbabwe, with insane inflation, then you
can be sure that in a year, after you accumulated enough Golden, backed by
physical gold, you can buy, for example, a car, and not throw out your
savings as a discounted piece of paper.
Similarly, you can easily exchange the crypto-currency for Golden, or
store your Golden in electronic form, if it is more convenient for you.
Thanks to the advantages of Golden, it becomes more competitive than
other fiat and crypto currencies, it becomes more advantageous, reliable and
convenient to use (see the competitive advantages and examples of using
Golden currency below).
2.2. Forms of payments

1 form. Cash
Cash will be issued in the form of plastic (polymer) banknotes printed in
one of the world's factories that provide printing of fiat money services for
the world's largest economies.
The currency units will use the best practices in the field of counterfeit
protection, including watermarks, holograms and other protection
technologies. In more detail the protection technologies will be presented
after signing the contract with the factory and the completion of the design.
Various denominations of currency will be presented, based on the
convenience of their use.
One Golden is expected to be backed by gold in a volume close to USD
1 exchange value at the time of the first issuance (approximately 0.02 g of
gold) (more precisely, the volume of gold in one Golden will be determined
by the time of the issuance, can be changed to the moment of the first issue,
but will remain unchanged in the future).
In order to determine the design of the currency after the pre-ICO a
public competition will be announced.
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Golden will exist in the form of both cash and non-cash money,
providing the opportunity to implement the full range of possible money
transactions.

At any moment after the currency issuance its owner will be able to
exchange Golden for physical gold in the depository. The rules for such
exchange (with possible minimum volumes of such exchange and other
terms) will be determined at the issuance.
Golden can be a means of payment in those countries in which it will be
permitted by law. The activities of the project company will be aimed at
maximizing the number of such countries in which Golden owners will be
able to make any transactions without restrictions, even within the conditions
of underdevelopment of the payment infrastructure. Cash also provides a
good opportunity to make anonymous payments, which is almost impossible
to achieve when making electronic payments, including crypto-currencies.
Cash can be purchased initially at the stage of its issuance, then at
Golden banks and their ATMs, later - at currency exchange offices, other
banks, retail chains, individuals and other participants of the world market
that will use Golden for transactions.

It is planned to create a banking network with branches in different
countries of the world. Users will be able to open accounts with Golden
banks, load these accounts, withdraw money from them, convert between
accounts in different currencies, including national, get bank cards linked to
these accounts, pay with them in shops, make transfers, transactions in the
Internet, conduct other ordinary banking operations in all countries of the
world.
Golden users will be not only individuals, but also legal entities.
It will be possible to open multi-currency accounts. If in the usual case
for making payments in another country, with a different currency, the user
paid commissions through the increased rates and multiple conversions,
then in the Golden system conversions will happen at a favorable rate with
minimal losses.
When making a payment by a bank card in a country in which the
national currency is different from Golden and settlements are allowed only
in national currency, the transaction will be as follows: the amount of
payment will be automatically requested for conversion to the currency of
payment at the Golden Exchange at the best market price, the
corresponding amount of the payment currency will be transferred to its
account and payment will be made directly from it, without the need for
costly conversions.
3 form. Crypto currency. Link with fiat money
Golden Exchange will be registered as a fully legal crypto exchange in
which the user will be able to convert fiat and crypto-currency.
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2 form. Non-cash money

The owner of a bank account in Golden Bank automatically gets access
to trading on the exchange. In the online bank and mobile application the
user will be able to purchase any crypto asset traded on the exchange at the
exchange price. Information on all crypto assets and currency accounts will
be available in one place.
A wide range of advanced tools will allow a user to have analytical
support of operations on the currency exchange and monitor existing trends.
A user can set an automatic conversion from the crypto account to the
payment currency account when making a payment by a bank card. In such
a case the payment will actually come from such crypto accounts.
Thus, the user will simultaneously be able to invest in crypto-currencies
and conveniently use crypto-currency as a means of payment.
2.3. Theoretical basis of private currencies
The idea of denationalizing money and eliminating the state from the
money issuance was expressed independently of each other by B. Klein in
1974, and von Hayek in the book "The Denationalization of Money" in 1976.
At that time most experts considered such ideas utopian. However,
subsequent historical analysis showed that the monetary systems of many
countries before the Central Bank era were based on the principles of free
competition of private money and, moreover, were quite effective. In 1986,
another Nobel Prize winner in economics, Milton Friedman, published an
article entitled “Has Government Any Role in Money?”, in which he revised
his views and agreed with Hayek.
The project of a fully functional private currency Golden establishment is
a practical implementation of ideas supported by some of the world's largest
economists, Nobel Prize winners Friedrich Hayek and Milton Friedman,
which now have the opportunity to be implemented, thanks to the
development of modern technologies, including blockchain.

Despite the fact that in most countries the issuance of private currencies
is forbidden by law, and the state provides a monopoly in this market, some
jurisdictions provide the possibility of issuing private currencies. The choice
of one or several jurisdictions in which the issuance will be conducted will be
determined closer to the ICO, taking into consideration the principles of
establishing the Golden system, including maximum reliability and legality.
2.5. Main competitive advantages of Golden
2.5.1. Gold-backed
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2.4. Legal basis of private currencies

Protection from inflation and possible political and other country risks
due to 100% backing by gold. The possibility of exchanging Golden for gold.
2.5.2. Reliable. Transparent.
Providing independent control over the system, transactions with gold,
etc. Use of blockchain to establish the system, conduct non-cash
transactions, keep track of Golden issuance and gold backing, ensure
transparency of the system.
2.5.3. Depoliticized.
The issuance of Golden is not carried out by any state, does not bear
the risks associated with it.
2.5.4. Convenient.
Maximizing infrastructure (banks, ATMs, cards, etc.) and reducing the
cost of maintenance. Convenient, including automatic conversion into crypto
and other currency.
2.5.5. Both cash and non-cash.
Convenient currency transfer from one form to another and convenient
payments in any form.
2.6. Target users
2.6.1. Individuals.
Use as a means of circulation, as well as a means of saving. Also useful
under the conditions of high inflation, unstable financial and political
situation, the lack of an opportunity to purchase gold as an investment
instrument, the unrecognized state of residence, etc.

Golden, as a currency backed by gold is an excellent opportunity to
save in gold and to obtain additional, passive income from the growth of the
gold price while retaining all the advantages of owning fiat money and crypto
currency - an excellent risk hedging tool used to diversify the portfolio.
2.6.3. Cryptotraders.
The instrument of hedging crypto-currency volatility risk. At the time of
the rates changing, the use of Golden as a currency secured by gold will
allow to fix the value of the cryptoasset, and when the market turns back it
allows to return into cryptoasset with minimal commissions. There is no need
GOLDEN CURRENCY
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2.6.2. Investors.

to transfer crypto-active assets to other fiat money, as Golden currency has
advantages in comparison with them.
2.6.4. E-commerce, legal entities and individuals.
A means of payment for goods and services, especially convenient for
cross-border transactions. Given that gold, and therefore Golden, sets a
clear equivalent of value, the Golden currency can be a convenient measure
of value. Contracts can be fixed in Golden as an understandable and reliable
currency.
2.6.5. Emerging countries, unrecognized states.
Countries having hyperinflation face the challenge of ensuring stability
and the availability of reliable circulation instrument. In this case, Golden can
become a transition currency. For unrecognized states there is a similar
problem of having reliable instruments of circulation, Golden can become
such a tool that will allow the population of such countries to become part of
the world market.

3. GOLDEN CURRENCY INFRASTRUCTURE
3.1. Currency issuance

GOLDEN CURRENCY WHITE PAPER

The initial currency issuance will be executed following the results of
ICO on the basis of the first Golden bank. A predetermined portion of funds
collected during the ICO (see below, in ICO section) will be used to buy gold
and produce currency notes.
Before the issuance, an issuance memorandum will be formed and it will
fix all the details of such an issuance, including its volume and procedure of
Golden exchange for gold, as well as details on preliminary booking of
Golden, in case the issuance provides such an opportunity.
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The produced Golden notes will be distributed through the Golden
bank, in which users can open an account in Golden, exchange their money
for Golden, withdraw Golden from ATMs and cash desks of the bank, or
receive Golden to their bank accounts after the Golden issuance, if its terms
made possible preliminary applications.

EMISSION

GOLDEN BANK

As the number of banknotes decreases, additional emission will start in
the bank, each of which will be accompanied by a preliminary public
emission memorandum.
Emissions will be done in one or several jurisdictions that allow the
issuance of private money.
The number of issued Golden and their compliance with the amount of
gold in depository will be subject to regular audit, the results of which will be
publicly published.
3.2. Gold backing of the currency
Each Golden will be backed by a fixed amount of gold. Preliminarily it is
assumed that Golden will be backed by gold in a volume close to USD 1
exchange value at the time of the first issuance (approximately 0.02 g of
gold) (more precisely, the volume of gold in one Golden will be determined by the time of
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the issuance, can be changed to the moment of the first issue, but will remain unchanged
in the future).
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The details on the gold backing and denominations will be presented
before the initial issuance in the emission memorandum.
Gold will be purchased in high-quality bullions, with mandatory
certificates, and will be transferred to special protected storage. In order to
reduce risks, as the number of issues increases, diversification of the list of
countries for storing gold reserves is proposed.
The management of the gold reserve will be transferred to an
independent company/companies, with the signing of management
contracts, which will be completely transparent and clearly describe all the
procedures for audit, transfers, storage of gold reserves and their exchange
for Golden. All the procedures will be aimed at maximum control of gold
reserves by Golden owners and protection of these assets against any kind
of risks.
In addition to diversification and independent management of the gold
reserve, a regular audit of the gold reserve will be carried out by the largest
audit companies.
Any change in the gold reserve or the terms of interaction with any
counterparties associated with the gold reserve will be immediately
submitted to the blockchain and available to the owners of Golden. For
additional control, it is planned to make possible for project token owners to
participate in such control through their representatives who will get
additional opportunities to verify and control the gold reserve in the form of
participation in the supervisory authority. The relevant body will be formed
by the time of the issuance, all the details on its establishment, functions and
opportunities will be presented before the establishment of the gold reserve.
The amount of gold in the vaults at any certain time, the agreements
with depositary and management company of the gold reserve, the
procedure of getting gold in exchange for Golden, the amount of actually
given gold in exchange for Golden, audit reports on the gold reserves, the
decisions and verifications of the supervisory authority - all the key elements
of gold control will be stored in blockchain and will be available to all owners
of the project's tokens and Golden currency.
As the online-bank develops, all the above information will also be
available in the personal account of Golden Bank.
Each owner of Golden (will be indicated in the emission memorandum)
will be able to exchange Golden (the terms of exchange and the minimum
amount will be determined by the exchange rules) for gold bullions by prior
request to the company that manages the gold reserve. The service will be
further integrated into the user's personal area at the online-bank of Golden
Bank.
The information will be stored in a distributed form and will exist
independently of any legal entity or individual, and may be evidence in courts
regardless of someone's existence.

The system will be based on the Proof of Assets protocol, and will use
IPFS to track all assets and system elements.
IPFS is a file system distributed between computers that have Internet
connections. It is very much like torrents - instead of one or more central
servers, files can be stored simultaneously on any number of computers.
The use of such technologies will allow users to openly check the status
of the system and its assets without any centralized storage. Such
information can not be changed, corrected, deleted or blocked, ensuring
maximum transparency and reliability of the relevant data.
For all files downloaded to IPFS, the protocol proof-of-existance will be
used, hash will be created and stored in a blockchain based on Ethereum or
Bitcoin.
In accordance with the proof-of-assets protocol, the whole chain of
assets (gold) movement is subject to mandatory sequential confirmation by
its participants.

3.3. Golden Bank. Banking network
In order the Golden currency system could efficiently operate and in
order to take advantage of Golden currency and to provide its distribution,
Golden Bank will be established.
Golden Bank will carry out its activities in full compliance with the
legislation of those countries, within the framework of which it will function,
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Among the participants are auditors who analyze the quality and
quantity of gold at a certain time, the depositary company that holds gold,
the management company that interacts a) with Golden owners to provide
gold in exchange for Golden, b) with the issuer to take gold for management,
c) with depositary, d) with auditor to conduct regular verification of the actual
gold reserve.
All participants of the system must be in compliance and confirm the
data on gold, which is presented in the Gold Card. Any inconsistency of any
data will result in stop of any further currency emissions until the
circumstances are clarified and the corresponding data is brought into line
with the confirmed data by all participants of the system.

with obtaining the necessary licenses, permits and compliance with the
regulations requirements, etc.
The basic development strategy of Golden Bank implies the
development of the bank and its transformation into a global banking
network with the largest possible representation in the world countries.
The strategy of mergers and acquisitions, which involves purchasing
existing banks in new countries of presence, is considered to be the main
one, to minimize the time of entering the market, to acquire a client base
basic intangible assets (human capital, IT systems, etc.).
The main regions considered for the first stage of the banking network
development:
European Union and European countries
USA
China

In the second and subsequent stages, the bank will develop in other
countries of the world to form a global network.
Within the framework of the bank the usual banking infrastructure will be
provided - with an office to provide banking services to individuals and legal
entities, ATMs for withdrawals and depositing money, issuance of bank
cards for non-cash payments, terminals for accepting payments by legal
entities and others.
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Also in the first stage the countries for which it is especially important to
have a reliable monetary system (for example, due to hyperinflation) and
which indicate an interest in using Golden are also considered for
development.

At the same time, Golden banking network will present a number of
features that are mainly aimed at achieving competitive advantages and
maximizing user convenience, including:
real time transactions (payments, transfers, conversions) with
minimum costs 24 hours a day within the global network of the
bank (and later with other banks)
Golden accounts and transactions with all the advantages of this
currency
multi-currency accounts with instant conversion of any money
amounts on the currency exchange
the possibility of exchanging not only fiat, but also cryptocurrencies (Bitcoin, Ethereum, etc.)
the possibility of payment by bank cards in national currency from
accounts in other currencies, including Golden, as well as cryptocurrency (at the market exchange rate at the time of payment, thereby the

user can store money in the safest Golden currency on the account, and at
not to think about converting and pay with a card in any country in the world,
knowing that when making a payment, the most profitable and cheap
conversion will occur)

open Golden accounts and accounts in
almost any fiat currency, and make almost
instant transfers between them at the exchange
rate of the Golden Exchange
carry out payments and transfers to any
accounts in any currencies of any bank (within
the national limits, if such restrictions exist)
GOLDEN CURRENCY
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Currently, the banking community is actively developing and testing
products based on the blockchain. For example, a consortium R3 has been
formed, developing Corda, which can be used to conduct instant money
transfers. Also there is the Global Payments Steering Group GPSG, which
uses Ripple. There are also other developments and groups.
In order to reduce the cost and timing of the Golden Bank network and
its banking services, in particular instant interbank payments, the use of
developed or developing technologies based on blockchain for the banking
sector, including integration into existing consortia, is considered as a basic
strategy.
For users (individuals and legal entities), the functionality of the Internet
bank and mobile applications (Apple, Android) will be implemented for
convenient account management and operations.
In addition to the usual functions of the corresponding applications the
user will be able to:

to carry out almost instant transfers
(including international transfers) within Golden
Bank network and partner banks 24/365
to buy Bitcoin, Ethereum and other cryptocurrencies at the exchange rate of the Golden
Exchange
In order to implement convenient online payments, payments in stores
and withdrawal of funds in ATMs the issuance of bank cards will be
supported.
In addition to the usual functions of bank cards - the user will be able to:
make payments by card in any country of
the world in the national currency of that country
without the need for preliminary conversion
(when paying or withdrawing money from ATMs, the
system automatically converts funds into the national
currency at the most favorable exchange rate and makes
payments already in the national currency, minimizing all
user costs)

conduct all conversion and payment
transactions in real time (thereby providing full

control over the costs to the user and the absence of
future exchange risks if the rate was fixed not at the time
of the transaction)

The competitive advantages of the Golden currency and Golden Bank
will be based, among others, on fast, reliable, cheap and advantageous
currency exchange, it will be implemented at the Golden Exchange cryptofiat currency exchange.
The entire infrastructure of Golden will provide its user with such
conditions that it will not matter in which currency to keep his funds in terms
of functionality. And if so, taking into account the advantages of the Golden
currency, it will be favourably for the user to keep money in Golden, which is
not subject to national risks and inflation.
Golden Exchange will be an important part of this infrastructure. Golden
Exchange will be officially registered with obtaining the necessary licenses
as an exchange with the ability to trade fiat and crypto-currencies. Golden
Exchange users can easily conduct exchange transactions Golden-Fiat, FiatFiat, Golden-Crypto, and Crypto-Crypto.
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3.4. Crypto-fiat currency exchange. Golden Exchange

The basic use of Golden Exchange is through integration with Golden
Bank. When opening an account with a bank, the user gets access to the
exchange, without the need for additional registration on it. In Internet-bank
or mobile App user can open an account in any available fiat or cryptocurrency.
For example, a user wants to trade Euro, Golden and Bitcoin, and the money in the
Golden bank is in US Dollars account. The user opens all additional accounts (Euro,
Golden and Bitcoin) in the web interface. He can find all the analytics there on the rates,
volumes, dynamics of currency trading. Based on such analytics or any other information
the user applies for a transfer from one account (Dollar) to another (for example, Euro) of
the amount that he wants to exchange. He can choose a transaction at the current market
price for instant exchange, or set the price of such a conversion, in such a case the
conversion will occur only when that price level is reached. The system automatically
applies for the Golden Exchange, where the conversion (exchange of currencies with
other users in counter orders) takes place and the amount of the purchased currency is
transferred to the corresponding user account in the bank. Similarly - for all other
currencies.

Actually, the Golden Exchange will be a decentralized exchange in
which the assets themselves (money) will not be stored in any way by third
parties (the exchange), but will be transferred directly from one user's
account to the account of another user.
The exchange will link users requests and perform instant exchanges
from one user's account to another's account, the system will not store
private user keys, will not conduct physical assets through it, providing a
reliable, transparent exchange model based on blockchain.

Despite the fact that the ideas of the project are in some sense
revolutionary, almost all its components have understandable functioning
analogues. For example, a bank, or a currency exchange. Taking it into
consideration, the project has low technological risks of implementation and
understandable monetization.
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4. Project monetization

The main areas of project monetization are:
commission fee for Golden issuance - seigniorage (percentage of
each issued Golden, the fee will be indicated in the emission
memorandum of each issuance)

Example. According to the emission memorandum, the issuance of Golden is 1
billion USA dollars/Golden. If the seigniorage is 2%, the issuer's income will be 20
million USA dollars/Golden. For estimating the potential volume of emissions as the
demand for Golden increases: the amount of money supply M2 of only Finland with
a population of 5.5 million – is about 150 billion Euro.

income from Golden Bank network, its banking services (taking into
consideration the forthcoming scaling in different countries);
income from the currency exchange Golden Exchange

SEPTEMBER 2017
The project concept was worked out, the initial analysis and conceptual
study of the project were carried out.
DECEMBER 2017-JANUARY 2018
Primary legal, technical and other analysis. White Paper first draft,
website, public announcement arrangements.
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5. ROADMAP

19 FEBRUARY – 07 APRIL 2018
Public discussion and finalization of the project. Seed round. The project
team development
16 APRIL 2018 – 31 MAY 2018
Pre-ICO.
AUGUST 2018
Establishment of the final legal scheme, taken into consideration the
possibility of tokens legalization as securities and ICO. Identification of the
key project partners and terms of cooperation. Currency design.
01 SEPTEMBER 2018 – 15 OCTOBER 2018
ICO. After ICO tokens are traded on stock exchanges.
DECEMBER 2018
The entire legal structure is registered. The first branch of Golden Bank
is opened. The first emission memorandum is issued.
1Q 2019
The first accounts opened in Golden Bank. The first emission of the first
global private currency Golden.
1Q – 4Q 2019
Online bank and mobile applications updated. Infrastructure is adapted
for the new currency. The banking network is developing. The technology of
blockchain has been implemented into the bank payments. Golden
Exchange is launched. The project is ready for scaling.

6. PROJECT FINANCING
The initial financing of the project is carried out by founders and early
investors.
The main fundraising is planned through crowdfunding campaigns, in
two stages - pre-ICO (preliminary stage) and ICO (main stage). Prior to the
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2020+
Scaling the project to new countries. Permits/licenses have been
obtained for Golden Exchange and Golden Bank for new countries. The
number of countries where Golden Bank is present is increasing.

main stages, immediately after the announcement of the project, a seed
round will be started.
6.1. Seed round
The seed round will take place from February 19, 2018 to April 7, 2018.
The goal of the round is to attract anchor investors with subsequent
consideration of their interests in the ICO, as well as to attract investors
interested in the maximum benefit (maximum bonuses will be given in this
round), to finance the public marketing campaign, as well as the project
costs (described in pre-ICO round) in order to accelerate the implementation
of the project, as it will allow to start working on the tasks that were
supposed to be solved after getting the financing from the pre-ICO round.
Users will be able to purchase future tokens of the project with 35%
bonuses. Participants of the round after pre-ICO will be given tokens PGCT,
issued under smart contracts based on ERC20 Ethereum. The cost of the
future PGCT token is $1. The sale of future tokens can be stopped if the total
funding of the round will exceed USD 1M.
Before the end of pre-ICO the volume of purchased tokens is confirmed
in the personal account on the project website.
Example: You paid $100 for future tokens on the seed round. After pre-ICO you will
get 100 PGCT + 35 PGCT tokens as a bonus for early participation, a total of 135 tokens.

For participants with investments of over $100,000 it is possible to
discuss special terms.
6.2. Pre-ICO

16 April –
19 – 26 April
27 April –
18 April
31 May
10000
2000
100
Minimum number of tokens
10000
2000
100
Equivalent value, USD
25%
20%
15%
Bonus
* For participants with investments of over $100,000 it is possible to discuss special
terms.
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Pre-ICO will be held between April 16, 2018 and May 31, 2018, at that
period of time the pre-ICO Golden Currency Token (PGCT) based on a smart
contract on the Ethereum platform will be issued.
5,000,000 pre-ICO Golden Currency Tokens (PGCT) will be issued, and
an additional volume of 2,600,000 tokens (additional volume number can be
changed based on Seed Round results) that is required to pay tokens as a
result of seed round and bonus pre-ICO tokens. The price of one PGCT
token will be equivalent to 1 USD.
The minimum number of tokens to purchase and the terms of the
purchase will depend on the time, the earlier the payer will purchase the
tokens, the better conditions he can get.

During the pre-ICO additional one-time marketing campaigns are also
possible, offering improved conditions for buyers.
PGCT tokens provide the right to exchange them for tokens that will be
released within the ICO, in a one-to-one ratio. The bonus is the number of
additional PGCT tokens that the user gets from pre-ICO.
All unallocated tokens remaining after this phase of the project will be
destroyed within 48 hours after the end of the period.
At the stage of pre-ICO, there will be no distribution of collected funds in
the form of dividends to shareholders.
Taking into consideration that the main costs will happen at later stages,
and the pre-ICO has limited goals, it is intended to limit the maximum
amount of funds raised at pre-ICO based on the estimate of the maximum
costs necessary for the full implementation of the pre-ICO objectives. Also,
in the case the Soft cap in not reached, the funds collected at this stage will
be automatically returned to the buyers.
Preliminary pre-ICO campaign targets (can be adjusted closer to preICO):
Soft cap
Hard cap

USD 0,5 mln
USD 5 mln

Depending on the amount of funds collected as a result of this phase
(from $ 0.5 million to $ 1.5 million, or from $ 1.5 million to $ 5 million), they
will be used for project development and ICO marketing in approximately the
following proportions:
The approximate structure of collected funds distribution as a result of preICO, with the amount of collected funds from 0.5 million up to 1.5 million USD

20%	
  
Legal issues

30%	
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Marketing, crowdfunding PR

Operating expences
50%	
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The approximate structure of collected funds distribution as a result of preICO, with the amount of collected funds from 1.5 million up to 5 million USD

20%	
  

20%	
  

Legal issues

Marketing, crowdfunding PR

60%	
  

Operating expences (including the
start of gold management system and
Golden Exchange development)

As the result of pre-ICO the following tasks will be accomplished before
the ICO:
the legal scheme of the Golden system is identified, including the
issuer, the bank, the stock exchange, the management company
of the gold reserve, a legal opinion is obtained on this structure
an organizational and legal framework of the ICO and the project
is identified that maximally protects the interests of investors and
ensures transparency in the implementation of the project, such
framework was discussed and agreed with potential investors, a
legal opinion is obtained on this structure, the necessary legal
entities are established
identified or established key Golden system elements, including
the printing factory of currency notes, gold vaults, etc.
solution to ensure decentralization of the gold reserves is
confirmed, necessary legal actions are done

a public campaign for the design of Golden currency is over
ICO PR campaign is conducted, which is also used to promote the
future currency
depending on the volume of funds collected – the work on Golden
Exchange and emission/control of gold reserves is started
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the team is increased by new leading experts in the field of
blockchain technologies and narrowly focused specialists in other
fields of the project

6.3. ICO
The main stage of the crowdsfunding campaign of the project - ICO - is
planned for the period from September 1, 2018 to October 15, 2018 based
on the results of solving preliminary pre-ICO tasks (the timeframe can be
changed closer to the ICO).
The founders of the project are planning to establish such an
organizational and legal structure that will be as reliable as possible for
investors and will ensure the participation of a maximum range of potential
investors in ICO, including institutional investors.
As it was mentioned earlier, legality is the fundamental and basic
principle of the system, and taking it into consideration, the legal structure of
the ICO will be established only after preliminary discussions with anchor
and potential investors, as well as taking into account legal opinions. The
possibility of an ICO which will ensure the participation of investors from the
US and other countries, as well as the possibility of using such legal entities
as Dutch funds or Swiss foundation, etc., will be explored.
ICO Golden Currency Token (IGCT) will be issued within ICO. The cost
of one IGCT token is equivalent to 1 USD at the start of the ICO.
The amount of the IGCT issuance during the ICO is not limited (taking
into consideration that a part of the funds will be used for Golden currency
issuance, which is not limited, and also for the scaling of the banking
network).
The minimum volume of tokens to purchase and the terms of their
acquisition will depend on the time, the earlier the buyer purchases the
tokens, the better conditions he can get.

During the ICO, additional marketing campaigns are also possible,
offering improved conditions for buyers.
The bonus is the number of additional IGCT tokens that the user gets.

For example, if the buyer purchases 10,000 IGCT tokens on the first day of the ICO,
with a 15% bonus, he will get 11,500 IGCT tokens.

Upon completion of the ICO, an additional issuance of tokens will take
place in order:
to exchange pre-ICO tokens with bonuses
GOLDEN CURRENCY
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01 September –
04 September –
15 September –
03 September 2018 14 September 2018 15 October 2018
2,000
100
Minimum number 10,000
of tokens
2,000
100
Equivalent value, 10,000
USD
15%
5%
Bonus
* For participants with investments of over $100,000 it is possible to discuss special
terms.

to pay to bounty program participants in the amount of not more
than 2% of issued Pre-ICO and ICO tokens
to establish the reserve fund of the business in the amount of 25%
of the Pre-ICO and ICO issued tokens
to make payments to the founders and the project team in the
amount of 30% of the released tokens during the Pre-ICO and ICO
campaigns (50% of them will be frozen until the end of the first
issuance of Golden).
Depending on the amount of funds collected at this phase (from $10
million to $100 million, or from $100 million to $200 million or more than
$200 million), they will be used to project development, in approximately the
following proportions:
The approximate distribution of funds collected as a result of ICO, with the
amount of collected funds from 10 million to 100 million USD

Establishment	
  of	
  Golden	
  Bank	
  network	
  
(including	
  M&A)	
  

10%
3%
30%

7%

Initial	
  Golden	
  currency	
  issuance,	
  gold	
  
purchase	
  
Technological	
  development	
  (including	
  
Golden	
  Exchange),	
  operational	
  expences	
  

15%

Marketing	
  
Advisors	
  and	
  staff	
  reward	
  
35%
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Founders	
  reward	
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The approximate distribution of funds collected as a result of ICO, with the
amount of collected funds from 100 million to 200 million USD

Establishment	
  of	
  Golden	
  Bank	
  network	
  
(including	
  M&A)	
  

10%
3%
30%

5%

Initial	
  Golden	
  currency	
  issuance,	
  gold	
  
purchase	
  
Technological	
  development	
  (including	
  Golden	
  
Exchange),	
  operational	
  expences	
  

10%

Marketing	
  
Advisors	
  and	
  staff	
  reward	
  
42%

Founders	
  reward	
  

The approximate distribution of funds collected as a result of ICO, with the
amount of collected funds starting from 200 million USD

When the amount of USD 200M is reached, all expenses are fixed, and
do not grow, except for the costs of establishing the Golden Bank banking
network and compensation to the founders, which proportionately grow, and
all subsequent amounts will be used for the first issuance of Golden
currency.

USD	
  6M	
  

Establishment	
  of	
  Golden	
  Bank	
  
network	
  (including	
  M&A)	
  

10%	
  

USD	
  10M	
  

30%	
  

Initial	
  Golden	
  currency	
  issuance,	
  
gold	
  purchase	
  

USD	
  20M	
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Technological	
  development	
  
(including	
  Golden	
  Exchange),	
  
operational	
  expences	
  
Marketing	
  
Advisors	
  and	
  staff	
  reward	
  

42%	
  +	
  all	
  the	
  rest	
  sum	
  
Founders	
  reward	
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Preliminary campaign targets (can be changed closer to ICO):
Soft cap
Hard cap

USD 10 mln.
- (after USD 200 million the excess will be used for the
issuance of Golden currency, which is not limited, and network
scaling is in accordance with the details above)

Tokens of the project

Emission

Price

1 PGCT = 1 USD

Features

Attractive discounts

Burning

Unsold pre-ICO tokens
are burned
Primary purchase is
possible on the
company's website for
fiat and crypto currency.
1 token = 1 USD

Buying and
selling

IGCT
ICO token

The volume of emission is not
limited, when the USD 200M
level is reached all subsequent
funds (with the exception of
payments to founders and
scaling of the banking network)
will be used to the first issuance
of Golden, after ICO there is an
additional issue
1 IGCT = 1 USD, after ICO the
price is determined by the
results of trading on the
exchange
High potential of exchange
price growth
The formation of surplus tokens
is impossible
PGCT can be used to exchange
to IGCT. After ICO, buying and
selling is possible on stock
exchanges, from owners of
tokens

The purpose of the ICO is to raise funds for the issuance of the world's
first private currency Golden, for creating the necessary infrastructure for its
use and development.
As a result of the work carried out at the expense of funds collected
within ICO, the following results will be achieved:
Golden currency infrastructure is established, including the gold
reserve management system, the bank and the currency
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Description

PGCT
Pre-ICO token, giving the
right to exchange for
IGCT Token
Limited to 7,600,000
tokens, unsold tokens
are burned

exchange, with the IT platform providing conversion, execution of
transactions, other services of the Golden system
the first issuance of Golden is done
Golden is included into the list of recognized currencies in various
countries of the world
licensing of system elements is finished
the system is ready to scale, the scaling is performed

7. PROJECT TEAM
The project is implemented by a highly professional team led by
founders with extensive experience in implementing complex and large
investment projects - Igor Chekun, head of the private equity fund with a
project portfolio of over 1.1 billion USD, and Lev Voronov, a businessman,
former founder of metal mining and automotive industry group.
Igor Chekun
CEO, Founder
Founder and manager of venture capital funds, private equity funds with
a wide background in the field of investment, project implementation and
management of portfolio companies.
Telegram: @checkoun
Linkedin: link

Also third-party advisors in the field of IT in banking, blockchain and
finance are attracted. Information on such advisors and new key team
members
will
be
provided
on
the
project
website
https://www.goldencurrency.world and the social networks pages of the
project.
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Lev Voronov
Founder
Businessman, with extensive experience in management of financial and
industrial groups and large infrastructure projects.
Telegram: @levvoronov
Linkedin: link

8. CONTACT US
WWW: https://goldencurrency.world
E-mail: contact@goldencurrency.world
Telegram: link
Linkedin: link
Twitter: link
Facebook: link
Youtube: link
Medium: link
Bitcointalk: link

9. DISCLAIMER

This document, White Paper, and the information contained in this
document is the intellectual property of the developers of the project, Golden
Currency.
Citizens, residents of the United States, as well as of other countries
that have restrictions on participation in ICO and the acquisition of tokens,
can not participate in the corresponding Golden Currency campaign and
participate in the seed round or subsequent rounds of the campaign and
pre-purchase or purchase Golden Currency tokens. In the event that these
restrictions will no longer be in force, Golden Currency will amend the White
Paper accordingly.
Neither legal entities Golden Currency, nor their employees, nor
shareholders, nor advisors guarantee or be responsible for the accuracy,
reliability, relevance or completeness of the provided content. Individuals
intending to invest in the project should seek independent professional
advice before acting on the basis of any information contained in this
document.
All information contained in the document can be further adjusted,
Golden Currency reserves the right to correct and make any changes,
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PLEASE REVIEW THIS DISCLAIMER CAREFULLY. CONSULT YOUR
LEGAL AND FINANCIAL CONSULTANTS ON THE QUESTIONS OF
RELEVANT LIMITATIONS AND ANY ACTIONS ON THE GOLDEN
CURRENCY PROJECT.

GOLDEN CURRENCY WHITE PAPER

amendments and additions to the document and the conditions presented
therein without any coordination with anyone or any additional notifications.
Neither legal entities Golden Currency, nor their employees, nor
shareholders, nor advisors are responsible for such changes.
The information contained in White Paper is intended solely for general
information, it is not investment recommendation, advice or an offer to invest
in any securities, and it is provided on the understanding that the Golden
Currency does not provide investment, financial or other special advice and
services. This document should not be considered an invitation to buy or sell
any shares or securities of Golden Currency. The information presented here
is not intended to form or influence any investment decision, and does not
imply any specific recommendations.
Please, note that issuance of private money is prohibited in such
countries as Russia, etc. Golden Currency does not plan and will not do the
issuance and will not provide any activities that are prohibited by law in any
of such countries.
Neither legal entities Golden Currency, nor their employees, nor
shareholders, nor consultants are liable for any direct or indirect damages
arising from the use of any third party information contained in White Paper
or any other errors, omissions or inaccuracies in presented information.
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